Bijels formed by direct mixing
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By combining interfacial nanoparticles and molecular surfactants together with immiscible liquids of high viscosity, we develop an alternative strategy for creating bicontinuous interfacially jammed emulsion gels (bijels). These bijels are prepared from common ingredients which are widely used in industry: glycerol, silicone oil, silica nanoparticles together with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surfactant. We tune the sample composition and develop a multi-step mixing protocol to achieve a tortuous arrangement of liquid domains. We show that the nanoparticle location changes from one of the phases to the interface during mixing. The changes in both the microscopic and macroscopic sample configuration after a waiting time of months were assessed. In order for the structure to have long-term stability we find that the densities of the two phases must be similar which we achieved by filling one of the phases with nanoparticle-stabilised droplets of the other. This work paves the way to the production of bijels using fully immiscible liquids and hence their exploitability in many application areas.

Bijels or bicontinuous interfacially jammed emulsion gels are particle-stabilised emulsions with two inter-penetrating continuous phases.1,2 The morphology is attractive due to the large interfacial area which is contained in a small volume. Additionally, the experimentalist can control the size of the continuous channels via the nanoparticle concentration and the size of the pores between the channels via the nanoparticle size;3 hence, it is possible to fine-tune the structure as a platform for efficient mass transport. The list of potential bijel applications includes use as a template for catalysts, electrodes for batteries and fuel cells, hierarchically porous materials, scaffolds for tissue engineering and cross-flow microreactors.4–8

Initially, bijels were experimentally realised using partially miscible liquids which, when quenched, can phase separate via spinodal decomposition forming a bicontinuous arrangement of fluid domains.3 As phase separation begins the particles are swept onto the interface, with time the fluid domains coarsen and the amount of interfacial area decreases. Consequently, the coverage of particles on the interface progressively increases until eventually the particles become jammed together.4 This method only produces bicontinuous structures if the composition of liquids is such that the phase separation occurs via spinodal decomposition rather than nucleation. Hence this approach forces us to use partially miscible liquids which phase separate into two fluid domains with similar volumes.3,9–14 Further constraints originate from the boiling and melting points of the liquids and their relative densities. While there are a range of partially miscible systems which meet these criteria, many of them include a component which is either toxic or explosive, which limits the wide deployment of these materials. A related approach involves solvent transfer-induced phase separation (STRIPS). This uses a ternary mixture containing two immiscible liquids and a third solvent which in certain proportions renders the two liquids miscible. The removal of this solvent into a bath causes the two immiscible liquids to phase separate via spinodal decomposition forming a bicontinuous structure.13

It is also necessary to use particles which are neutrally wetting so no preferred curvature is imposed on the interface.15 In the first protocol the wetting characteristics of the silica particles were tuned by varying silica particle drying time.9 Another method for tuning the particle wetting is the modification of the silica surface chemistry, and hence the hydrophobicity, by reacting the particles with hexamethyl disilazane (HMDS).3,10 The wetting of graphene oxide sheets, which have also been used to form bicontinuous structures, can be tuned by modifying the carbon to oxygen ratio.11 These methods of particle tuning are often time-consuming and the overall process of making a bijel requires a high level of attention to experimental detail. Thus, there have been
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some attempts to simplify the process. E.g. by circumventing the arduous particle tuning step by using mixtures of commercially available particles with different hydrophobicities.\textsuperscript{12}

A bicontinuous structure can, additionally, be formed by mixing polymer blends using chaotic advection.\textsuperscript{16} The starting point is a layered polymer blend which is then stretched and folded repeatedly. The layered domains become so thin that holes begin to form which leads to interconnectivity between the layers and a bicontinuous structure.\textsuperscript{16} Occasionally, these blends do not rely on stabilisers, such as particles, for formation and stability.\textsuperscript{17,18} Nonetheless, particles can be incorporated into the polymer blend, not only to improve the stability of the structure, but also to confer new properties to the blend such as electrical conductance, photo-sensitivity and catalytic behaviour.\textsuperscript{19,20} For example, two immiscible polymers with a bicontinuous morphology and particles of carbon black at the interface form a conducting polymer. This system retains the mechanical properties of the polymer blend because fewer carbon black particles are necessary to obtain conductance when their percolation is constrained by the liquid interface.\textsuperscript{19,21}

Bicontinuous polymer blends have also been created using clay platelets to stabilise the structure. The clay platelets act as a base for the polymers to graft onto creating favorable interactions between each polymer and the grafted clay platelets leading to segregation at the interface and removing the need for particle modification.\textsuperscript{22}

Combinations of particles and surfactants have been explored for the stabilisation of emulsions.\textsuperscript{23,24} Ionic surfactant molecules can adsorb onto the surface of a charged particle modifying its wetting properties.\textsuperscript{25,26} A disadvantage to using surfactants is the decrease in the interfacial tension which also determines the free energy of detachment of particles. This lower interfacial tension does, however, allow more interface to be created during the mixing process.\textsuperscript{27} Most commonly, stabilisers for emulsions,\textsuperscript{25,26,28} foams\textsuperscript{29} and non-equilibrium droplets formed by arrested coalescence events\textsuperscript{30} have been created by adsorption of surfactants onto particles before the interface is created. Alternatively, the particles and surfactants can be introduced at the interface by having one in each phase.\textsuperscript{23,31}

Stabilisation via a combination of particles and surfactants, has recently been applied to the fabrication of bicontinuous structures. Cui et al.\textsuperscript{†} claim to have made a bicontinuous structure by stirring a water droplet in a silicone oil mixture containing nanoparticles and surfactants but there was a large discrepancy in the size of the different phases and the microscopic structure was not verified.\textsuperscript{31} Subsequently, the combination of nanoparticles and surfactants was used to stabilise bijel fibers made by the STRIPS method described above. This method still, however, relies on phase separation via spinodal decomposition and is limited by phase diagrams and phase transition kinetics.\textsuperscript{13} Hence the creation of stable bicontinuous fluid domains in the laboratory using low molecular weight liquids faces serious obstacles especially using mixing alone. Here we overcome these obstacles via a new method for the fabrication of a particle-stabilised bicontinuous structure using a multi-step mixing process.

In our optimised protocol, silica nanoparticles\textsuperscript{†} with a radius of 14 nm, labeled with FITC and dispersed in ethanol at a known mass fraction are first weighed into a vial in order to have 0.03 g of silica nanoparticles. 2.97 g of Nile Red labeled glycerol (viscosity 0.64 ± 0.02 Pa s) is then added to the vial to make a 1 (wt\%) silica nanoparticles in glycerol solution. This mixture is sonicated using an ultrasonic probe (Sonics Vibracell VCX500) at an amplitude of 20\% for 5 seconds on, 5 seconds off for a total of 5 minutes. Before and after this step the probe is cleaned by running two short cycles with ethanol. The ethanol in the silica nanoparticles in glycerol solution is then evaporated off by drying overnight in a 50 °C oven. The relevant mass of CTAB is weighed out into a new vial and for the majority of experiments this is in the mass ratio of 3:4 (nanoparticles: CTAB). Next 0.6 g of the silica nanoparticles in glycerol solution is added into the vial. The sample is stirred at 200 rpm for 5 minutes using a magnetic stirrer bar and a magnetic stirrer plate (IKA RCT basic). Next 0.5 g of a 1:1 (by mass) mixture of silicone oils (10,000 cSt and 50 cSt) which is prepared by vortex mixing is added to the vial (viscosity 1.28 ± 0.01 Pa s; glycerol/silicone oil interfacial tension 26.4 ± 0.2 mN m\textsuperscript{−1}). The mixture is then mixed slowly at 200 rpm for 1 minute (IKA RCT basic magnetic stirrer plate) and then mixed quickly for another five minutes (at level 2 on the Stuart stir CB161 magnetic stirrer plate); the time between mixing steps has been kept at or below two minutes. Fig. 1 shows a diagram of this experimental protocol. The samples are then viewed on a Zeiss LSM 700 laser scanning microscope using the 488 nm laser for the FITC labeled nanoparticles, the 555 nm laser for the Nile Red in the glycerol and filters as appropriate.

Possibly the most important step is the mixing protocol: a magnetic stirrer bar is used to sequentially give a slow mixing step followed by a fast mixing step with an optional rest period in between. Fig. 2 shows the structure at each stage of the mixing protocol made using the parameters outlined while varying the nanoparticle concentration. In the slow mixing step droplets of glycerol are formed which contain some droplets of...
Silicone oil and excess nanoparticles. After the fast mixing step a non-equilibrium or bicontinuous structure is formed and the nanoparticles are mostly at the interface. If the structure is mixed further this bicontinuous structure is destroyed (see Fig. 2). The CTAB concentration is an important parameter because this affects the nanoparticle properties at the interface as discussed above. Nevertheless, in many experiments it was noted that there is a large window of CTAB concentrations (approximately between 10 mM and 80 mM in glycerol) for which a bicontinuous structure can form. In addition, the volume fraction of nanoparticles required optimisation because there needs to be enough nanoparticles to stabilise a large interface but not so many that the initial droplets are fully covered. Despite this the choice of nanoparticles and surfactant is somewhat flexible which is demonstrated by the different choices made in ref. 13 and 31 and the two different sizes of nanoparticles used here (see later). By contrast, the volume of the oil phase is important because being close to equal volumes increases the likelihood of producing a bicontinuous structure. Likewise, the viscosity of the silicone oil was controlled by combining two silicone oils with different viscosities. The value of this parameter influences the likelihood of non-equilibrium structures forming. In addition, the value of the viscosity also influences the composition at which bicontinuity or droplet inversion occurs under shear.

A larger field of view image of an example bicontinuous structure made using our method was created by taking four confocal images which overlap and aligning them afterwards in order to observe the variation of the structure on a larger scale (see Fig. 3a). The structure does vary across the larger area with both large and small glycerol domains present which are interconnected creating a bicontinuous structure. Often a slight orientation to the ordering of the domains is observed which could be due to the shear occurring in one stirring direction. The nanoparticles are mostly on the interface indicating that the structure is particle-stabilised.

Our two-step mixing approach is curious. The glycerol droplets formed after the slow mixing step do not appear to be particle-stabilised (see Fig. 2 and 4a). These droplets contain both excess silica nanoparticles and silicone oil droplets. That the sample can be left to rest between the mixing steps indicates that whether or not the occasional coalescence events occur at this point is not fundamental to the formation of the bicontinuous structure. If there is, say, a two minute resting period some of the initial droplets start to slowly coalesce but due to the high viscosity of the liquids and the surfactant stabilisation they remain in non-equilibrium shapes (see Fig. 4a). It is important to consider when the particles become trapped at the interface; we note that there is no obvious change in nanoparticle location observed in Fig. 4a. Subsequently, the fast mixing...
Increasing particle concentration as described by Nagarkar and parallel the changes in behaviour of polymer blends with our bicontinuous structure forms. Fig. 3 reveals relics of particle bridges. It is possible that formation of joined up tortuous domains. Indeed, close inspection of Fig. 3 reveals relics of particle bridges. The structure shown here appears to be an improvement on the one shown in Fig. 3b even though it was created on a larger scale. Nonetheless, long-term stability remains a problem if the density mismatch is large.

Using our method we can create structures which have long-term stability. After ten days the bicontinuous structure was observed to remain intact and even after 2 months a non-equilibrium structure remained (see Fig. 4b). In addition, no macroscopic phase separation was observed during this two month period (see Fig. 4b). Without the tortuous domains separation occurs much more rapidly which underlines the value of this morphology.

A key challenge we face when trying to build-in long-term stability is the large density mismatch between silicone oil and glycerol. We have overcome this by populating the glycerol phase with silicone oil droplets during the slow mixing step (see Fig. 2 and 4a). These silicone oil droplets become particle-stabilized and are also observed in the final bicontinuous structure (see Fig. 3b and c). They are the reason for the high stability in the structures made by this method: the densities of the two phases have been made more similar with the addition of particle-stabilized droplets of silicone oil in the glycerol phase (see Fig. 3b and c). In some of our earlier attempts, these droplets were scarcely present, resulting in beautiful samples which retained their morphology for only about a day (see Fig. 5).

We now demonstrate the subtle style of failure mode which is encountered when this approach is modified. For example, an alternative recipe involves using a 33% less silica nanoparticles and a silicone oil mixture in the ratio 6:9 for 10 000 cSt: 50 cSt. Furthermore the ethanol evaporation step is avoided. The mixing method first involves hand shaking followed by shearing on a rotor-stator at 3000 rpm (5140 s⁻¹). The structure of this sample is shown in Fig. 5a and has two continuous phases which is initially encouraging. Unfortunately this structure has rather large domains and is somewhat unstable with the whole system separating into two distinct layers within a day or two. A similar protocol was also used to make comparable structures which were stabilised by larger nanoparticles (65 nm radius, see Fig. 5b) indicating that to some degree the specific details of the nanoparticles are not important. The structure shown here appears to be an improvement on the one shown in Fig. 5a even though it was created on a larger scale. Nonetheless, long-term stability remains a problem if the density mismatch is not addressed. Returning to the original protocol, structure formation completely fails if the particles are too hydrophobic. Here we have used commercial HDK H2000 nanoparticles (a gift from Wacker) with a small fraction tagged with a fluorophore; these have only 25% coverage of silanol groups on their surfaces. As seen in Fig. 5c, glycerol droplets form within a silicone oil continuous phase. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the addition of surfactant can only adjust the particle wettability within limits.

Equally dramatic failures can be induced by sequentially removing components. For example, without the silica nanoparticles the mixture made using our optimal procedure does not create a bicontinuous structure; instead silicone oil droplets form.
The emulsion is unstable with layers of excess liquids separating out within three days. Without the CTAB, very large particle-stabilised domains form which are highly non-spherical but lack interconnections.

That our method of forming bicontinuous structures is successful is due, in part, to the high viscosity of the liquids used. This slows down the dynamics of the system and increases the likelihood of the structure becoming jammed in a non-equilibrium shape. As shear is applied, initially droplets of one of the phases are created and if the volume fraction of nanoparticles is too low to stabilise all of the interface these droplets will start to coalesce. The nanoparticle coverage of the interface determines when coalescence events are arrested which can be during the event creating non-spherical droplets or afterwards leading to spherical droplets. Both the high viscosity of the liquids and the continued shear applied to the system means that, as the coalescence process takes place, the droplets are distorted and these shapes can become particle-stabilised. It is worth noting that slowing down the coalescence by using high viscosity liquids also slows down the nanoparticle motion within the system. The presence of the surfactant in the mixture slows down the relaxation of the non-equilibrium shapes in the period before the nanoparticles reach the interface by lowering the interfacial tension. The continued shear then breaks up and re-forms the non-equilibrium shapes leading to an interconnected structure.

In conclusion, a method for creating bijels by direct mixing was successfully developed using high viscosity liquids, nanoparticles and a surfactant. The viscosity of the liquids is important presumably because it leads to slow dynamics which increases the likelihood of creating non-equilibrium structures. Another important factor is the surfactant which modifies the wetting properties of the nanoparticles and reduces the interfacial tension. These combined with the nanoparticles and a step-two mixing protocol are all essential to form the bicontinuous structure. The stability of the structure has been improved by making the densities of the two phases more similar by the incorporation of particle-stabilised droplets of silicone oil in the glycerol phase.

This study builds on the work of Cui et al. in creating non-equilibrium shapes in a simple way. The method bridges the gap between conventional bijel production and that of particle-stabilised bicontinuous structures using bulk polymers which can also be created simply by mixing. Importantly, the method presented here bypasses the need for the careful particle modification and phase separation steps which are needed to create a bijel. This is achieved by using nanoparticle surfactant mixtures as suggested by Cui et al. and Haase et al. It is worth noting that, unlike this study, the work of Haase et al. relies on phase separation mechanisms in order to create the bicontinuous structure. Our straightforward method of creating a tortuous structure where, within limits, the choice of nanoparticle does not seem to affect the structure made could have many applications. This includes the creation of a bicontinuous structure which has a large surface area to volume ratio and added functionality such as photo-sensitivity, catalytic activity or conductance.
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† Ethanol (puriss), silicone oil (10 000 cSt), silicone oil (50 cSt) and Nile Red (for microscopy) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Glycerol (laboratory reagent grade ≥ 98%) and cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (Pure) were purchased from Fisher Chemical. All chemicals were used as received. The silica nanoparticles (radius 14 nm and 65 nm) were made via the Stöber method and fluorescently labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) dye (isomer I, Sigma Aldrich) as described by Imhof et al. Viscosity was measured as a function of shear rate using a cone and plate rheometer. The interfacial tension was measured using drop shape analysis on a Krüss EasyDrop tensiometer.


